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* The communication or 

expression of thoughts in 

spoken words

* A systematic means of 

communicating ideas or 

feelings by the use of 

conventionalized signs, 

sounds, gestures, or marks 

having understood meanings



*Understanding language

* Child can follow a direction

* Child can point to her nose 
when asked

* Child can understand spatial 
concepts

* Child can answer a ‘wh’ 
question

* Language output

* Child can name objects

* Child can label body parts

* Child can tell about her day

* Child can request 

wants/needs



Can we have language 

without speech?

Examples?



SPEECH = This is a rabbit. (Voice)

SPEECH = Thith ith a wabbit. (Articulation)

SPEECH = Th-th-th-this is a r-r-r-r-rabbit. (Stuttering)

LANGUAGE = (takes rabbit without asking). (Pragmatics)

LANGUAGE = This an rabbit is. (Grammar)

LANGUAGE = This is a cow. (Vocabulary)





RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

* Points to a few body parts 
when asked.

* Follows simple commands and 
understands simple questions 
("Roll the ball," "Kiss the 
baby," "Where's your shoe?").

* Listens to simple stories, 
songs, and rhymes.

* Points to pictures in a book 
when named.

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

* Says more words every month

* Uses some 1-2 word phrases 

(where’s kitty, go bye-bye)

* Puts two words together.

* Uses many different 

consonant sounds at 

beginnings of words.



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

* Understands differences in 

meaning (go/stop, big/little)

* Follows two requests

* Listens to and enjoys hearing 

stories for longer periods of 

time.

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

* Has a word for almost 

everything

* Uses 2-3 words to talk about 

and ask for things

* Uses sounds: k, g, f, t, d, n

* Asks for objects by naming 

them

* Asks why



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

* Responds when you call from 

another room

* Understands words for some 

colors and shapes

* Follows three-step commands

* Understands simple “wh” 

questions

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

* Talks about activities at 
school or a friend’s house

* Tells about what happened 
during the day

* Answers simple “wh” 
questions

* Uses pronouns correctly

* Uses some plural words

* Uses lots of sentences that 
have 4 or more words



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

* Understands words for order: 
first, next, last

* Understands time words: 
Yesterday, today, tomorrow

* Understands most of what is 
said

* Names letters and numbers

* Tells stories

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

* Names letters and numbers

* Uses sentences with more 

than 1 action word

* Tells a short story

* Keeps a conversation going

* Talks in different ways 

depending on the listener and 

place



*Sounds have specific features/qualities

*Voice, place, manner

*Typically we see patterns of errors in two year 

olds which resolve by 4

*If these error patterns are still used at age 4, 

therapy is warranted.

*Causes – anatomical, developmental, medical



Age Sound Development

3 years m, n, d, h, w, p, b

4-5 years t, g, y, k, ng, f

5-6 years v, l, j, sh, ch, zh, l blends

7 years r blends, s blends, r, s, z, th





*Vison, Grasping, Core development, early sound 

development.

*You are the playmate at their playdate.

*Toys they are interested in: YOU and toys with high 

contrast (rattles, mirrors, board and soft books.

*What’s up with speech? Cooing, raspberries, giggling, 

laughing 



*Baby learns to explore with intention. Repetition is 

the name of the game. 

*Toys: Busy box, shape sorter, blocks, buckets, ring 

stacker, books, photo books.

*What’s up with speech? Conversations without words, 

babbling, imitating, first words (approximations).  



*Toys to Explore: busy boxes, chunky wooden puzzles, 

sand and water play, art activities, cars, trains, 

kitchen center, dolls, stuffed animals.

*What’s up with speech? Sounds, gestures, facial 

expressions, single words, two-word combinations. 

(label, comment, protest, ask questions.)

*Modeling actions and words; giving your child words; 

pretend play skills.



*Toys:

*Dolls and accessories; puzzles; dress-up; little people; 

memory games; cleaning up (sorting); crayons and 

markers; pop beads; books. 

*What’s up with speech:  new words daily; 2 to 3-word 

phrases; making friends/social play; identifying and 

labeling. 





*Meal time

*Bath time

*Bed time

*Dressing



*Hearing

*Imitation skills

*What sounds?

Animal sounds

Vehicle Noises

Happy Sounds

Scared and surprised sounds

Playing with mmmm



* Teaches object permanence

* Teaches anticipation

* Adaptable as children grow

* Teaches preverbal skills

* Attention

* Imitation

* Turn-taking

* Play

* Gesturing

* Understanding language

* (first good example of play without toys; patty cake; tag; Follow the Leader; 
Simon Says; I Spy; Dance Party).



*No rule saying you have to read every word.

*Have child sit across from you.

*Only make sounds for each page.

*Let child stand as you read.

*Skip a page.

*Go backwards.

*Peek at next page (wooo).

*Shine a flashlight on the page.

*Add role playing.



*It’s not about “Minutes” it’s about “Moments.”

*Instead of saying: “Tell me;” “What’s that?” “Can you 

say ___?” try: “I wonder what this is?” “mmm?”

*Decreases anxiety.  Opens door to communication. 

*Give your child words.

*Functions of Communication: Requesting, protesting, 

asking questions; showing emotion; giving a command



*So many toys. But nothing to talk about.

*bubbles

*musical instruments

*play dough

*pop up houses/buses/tents

*puzzles; shape sorters

*touch and feel cards/books

*blocks (all kinds)



*Mr. Potato Head

*Dolls, stuffed animals

*Strollers, grocery carts; lawn mower; vacuum

*Farm with animals

*Kitchen and accessories

*Dress-up; pretend play; phones

*Games (simple to more difficult)



*Trust your instincts!

If you think there is a problem, or feel that your child 

is delayed with any kind of milestone, ask for an 

evaluation.  

A speech evaluation doesn’t hurt!!!



Red flags for an infant (before 12 months)

*Lack of smiling and interaction (birth and older)

*Does not babble between 4 and 7 months

*Significant medical history (e.g. premature, 

surgeries, failed hearing test)



Red flags for a 12-month old

*doesn’t babble with changes in tone – e.g. 
dadadadadadadadada

*doesn’t use gestures like waving “bye bye” or 
shaking head for “no”

*doesn’t respond to her/his name

*doesn’t communicate in some way when 
she/he needs help with something



Red flags for a 15 month old

*doesn't understand and respond to words like "no" and 
"up"

*doesn’t say any words

*doesn't point to objects or pictures when asked 
“Where’s the...?

*doesn’t point to things of interest as if to say “Look at 
that!” and then look right at you



Red flags for an 18 month old

*doesn’t understand simple commands like "Don't 
touch"

* isn’t using at least 15 single words like "Mommy" or 
"up"

*doesn’t respond with a word or gesture to a question 
such as “What’s that? or “Where’s your shoe?”

*can’t point to two or three major body parts such as 
head, nose, eyes, feet



Red flags for a 24 month old

* says fewer than 100 words

* isn’t consistently joining two words together like 
"Daddy go" or “ shoes on”

*doesn’t imitate actions or words

*doesn’t pretend with toys, such as feeding doll or 
making toy man drive toy car

*Frustrated with communication



Red flags for a 2 ½ year old

* isn’t using action words like “run”, “eat”, “fall”

* isn’t using some adult grammar, such as “two 
babies” and “doggie sleeping”

*Has difficulty following directions (e.g. go into the 
living room and get your socks)

*Leaves the end sounds off of words (ca/cat, ba, 
ball)



Red flags for a 3-4 year old

*doesn’t ask questions

* isn’t using full sentences (e.g., "I don't want that" or 
"My truck is broken")

* isn’t able to tell a simple story or report something 
that happened. 

*has trouble following directions (not from a behavior 
standpoint)

* is hard to understand most of the time.

* Switches pronouns (he/she)





*Fluency and Stuttering

*Voice Disorders

*Feeding and Swallowing



*Typical preschool disfluencies – whole word 
repetitions

* “I, I, I, I, want a cookie”, “but, but, but why?”

*By kindergarten, disfluencies should not interfere 
with what the child is communicating

*Atypical stutters-sound prolongations and airflow 
blocks

* “mmmmmmmore please” (said with tension)

* Secondary characteristics (head nodding, leg 
tapping, jaw tension)



Red flags for fluency/stuttering

*Family history of stuttering

*Child repeats part of words (“w-w-w-where are you 

going?”)

*Prolongs or holds a sound too long (“sssssssave me a 

seat”)

*Becomes easily frustrated or shuts down

*DO NOT SAY “SLOW DOWN”; be patient and wait!



*Vocal nodules

*History of medical conditions

*Can be related to cleft palate



*Anatomical swallowing disorders; neurological

*Failure to thrive; premature babies

*Picky eating - might be sensory or behavioral 

based
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